Reckless For The Billionaire Book 2

Reckless In Love: The Maverick Billionaires, Book 2-Bella Andre 2015-11-11 "A beautiful story of love and acceptance! I loved every moment of it." ~ 5 stars Sebastian Montgomery rose from nothing to become one of the most powerful media moguls in the world. Yet beneath the seemingly perfect façade of his life, the past still haunts him. Because when he lost his parents in his teens, he also lost his faith in love. When he discovers Charlie Ballard and her incredible metal sculptures, he is awed, inspired—and he can’t help feeling things he swore never to let himself feel again. Soon, Sebastian wants not only Charlie’s art, he wants her as a woman, too. More than he’s ever wanted anything in his life. And what a Maverick wants, he always gets… For Charlie, Sebastian offers the commission of a lifetime. Creating a magnificent sculpture for his new headquarters is a dream come true, but falling for the spellbinding billionaire isn’t part of the plan… until his luscious kisses entice her into total recklessness. He fascinates and captivates her, and as Charlie learns more about the dark depths of Sebastian’s past, all she wants is to heal him with her love. But can a man who has grown up thinking love is toxic ever believe that true love is real? An exciting and emotional contemporary romance series from New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Bella Andre and Jennifer Skully! THE MAVERICK BILLIONAIRES: Breathless In Love Reckless In Love Fearless In Love Irresistible In Love Wild In Love Captivating In Love ~ More Maverick Billionaires are coming soon! ~ "A beautiful, loving, fun, sexy, romantic story!" "An absolutely marvelous read!" "The chemistry is explosive!" "Loving this series! The Maverick Billionaires are amazing." "What a rush! I loved this book." "I absolutely LOVE this book! Sebastian is an amazing and gorgeous billionaire who wants to love and protect." "Magnificent! The writing is so poignant. The emotions palpable. This book had romance, depth, excitement, strong characters and sizzling chemistry." Bella Andre’s New York Times and USA Today bestselling novels have been #1 bestsellers around the world and she has sold more than 8 million books so far! Known for “sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance” (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine “Red Hot Reads” twice and have been translated into ten languages. She also writes “sweet” contemporary romances as Lucy Kevin. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella Andre’s books on Goodreads! NY Times and USA Today bestselling Jennifer Skully/Jasmine Haynes is the author of classy romance, hilarious romantic mysteries, and the Max Starr paranormal suspense series. Her books have passion, heart, humor, and happy endings. Jennifer lives in the Redwoods of Northern California with her husband and their adorable nuisance of a cat, who obviously runs the household.

The Billionaire’s Reckless Marriage-Tamie Dearen 2018-09-07 The one man Laurie Fields would most like to avoid just became her boss. A thousand women would love to be in her shoes, working up-close-and-personal with billionaire philanthropist, Finn Anderson. Though alluring at first glance, he

Reckless Hate-Thanidiwe Mpofu 2019-09-11 "Deep always calls unto deep. The results? Reckless Hate & Catastrophe." Westbrook had four boys that ruled my life once. They were hell raisers. Cunning Athletes. Skilled Manipulators. Hateful Assholes. Gorgeous gods. Heartbreakers. Only I never counted on them breaking my heart as savagely as they did, sending me away when I needed them the most. Making me spiral into a vicious abyss of darkness where I’m haunted by a pair of frosty blue eyes filled with hate. But now I’m back and this time around. For a reason that makes breathing almost completely impossible. And if they think I won’t get revenge for my brother—one of the Blue Boys—then they have another kind of hell to face. Because I’m no longer their little Blue girl from four years ago. . .

Reckless Kiss-Amelia Wilde 2017-03-07 The one thing that obsesses, captivates, and seduces me? Money. I’m a self-made billionaire, and running my business empire means I’ve got better things to do than bother with women. They can throw themselves at me all they want—I can’t be tempted. Until my newest executive secretary’s first day on the job. One glance at her and I forget about spreadsheets and quarterly earnings, because her curves are pure sin. Her mouth is the wickedest distraction I’ve ever seen. And I swear she’s begging me to P*ck her with those huge, green, innocent eyes. I’m not just her boss—I’m the CEO of the whole company. I shouldn’t touch her, let alone bend her over my desk and make her moan my name. And I absolutely can’t possess Vivienne the way I really want to, letting her slake my dark desires. But I also can’t stay away… I’m not about to fall for my boss. Dominic Wilder can take whatever he wants just because he’s rich and successful—not to mention his chiseled body and intense, dominating glare. Just because he makes me want to climb into his private jet and let him have his way with me right now doesn’t mean I will. Here’s the thing: I’m not just one of his secretaries… I’m an undercover FBI agent investigating him, and I’m on the verge of a breakthrough. This mission could make my entire career—there’s no way I’m jeopardizing it for some nice abs and a little whispered dirty talk. Or even a lot of whispered dirty talk, not to mention his hands all over me, making me feel things I’ve never felt before. Even one kiss would be too reckless… Reckless Kiss is a steamy, suspenseful billionaire romance with adult language, no cheating, and a happily ever after that will melt your heart.

Reckless Kiss-Tia Louise 2020-07-24 I love you too much to hate you… Angelica Treviño was the most beautiful girl I’d ever seen. I wanted to make her smile, but I had no idea when she did, she’d
steal my heart. Sunset eyes, waves of golden-brown hair, cute little butt... I'm ready to meet the family and put a ring on it. Instead, I'm on the wrong end of a gun, her older brother threatening to kill me. It all started with a kiss... Deacon Dring is a cocky rich boy with ocean-blue eyes, sexy brown hair, and a chiseled body. Soft lips that melt my knees, that melt everything. As a child, my family said he was bad. They made me promise never to see him again. But one touch of his hand, one reckless kiss, and I broke that vow... many times. Now we're adults, and the price of lying is more than I'm willing to pay. They say we can't be together. I say try and stop us. (RECKLESS KISS is a stand-alone, forbidden, billionaire romance about two families who hate each other and the boy + girl who choose to love in spite of their violent past. No cheating. No cliffhanger.)

Wet and Reckless - Samantha Beck 2021-05-10 She's a walking, talking disturbance of his peace... When former Navy SEAL West Donovan trades covert ops for small-town cop, he craves calm and order. Rescuing a sexy, law-bending hitchhiker during a rainstorm raises his gut-level trouble detector—plus a few things south of his gut—into the red zone. He vows to help this particular tumbleweed find her way and keep it professional, but when she becomes his downstairs neighbor, professionalism is sorely tested. He's got red lingerie infiltrating his laundry, sultry songs invading his bedroom, and suddenly he's the one in need of rescue. Aspiring singer/songwriter Roxy Goodhart ventures to Bluelick, Kentucky to outrun her latest mistake. It's a doozy, involving a lying ex-manager, a dire lack of cash, and a teensy bit of grand larceny. Landing in the long, strong, entire too tempting arms of the law is no way to keep a low profile while she re-builds her "L.A. or bust" fund. Taking an apartment that—oops—puts her under West...er...in his path every day doesn't help. Testing his impressive reserve is beyond reckless, but she'd love to test it... all night... long. Each book in the Private Pleasures series is STANDALONE: * Private Practice * Light Her Fire * Falling for the Enemy * Wet and Reckless

Reckless Hearts - Heather Van Fleet 2017-02-07 "Sweet, funny, romantic and oh so very sexy! Prepare to swoon mightily." -SAWYER BENNETT, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Cold Fury Hockey series COLLIN MONTGOMERY Between boot camp and two TOD's in Iraq, my buddies Max, Gavin and me have been through some serious hell. So the last thing I ever expected was to find the biggest challenge of my life back home. My girlfriend died. I couldn't even attend her funeral, let alone tell her goodbye or that I'm sorry I wasn't there like I should've been. But she left me a gift. The best and scariest one I could've ever asked for. One I didn't think I could handle... until the day I saw her tiny blues looking up at me in that airport. Chloe. Now here I am, raising my baby girl with the help of my two best friends. Things couldn't be better. Until she walked into my life. All I wanted was a nanny. Someone to take care of my girl when I couldn't. What I didn't count on was Addison, the brown-eyed temptress with a body for sin, and everything I didn't need, but suddenly wanted. Reckless Hearts series Reckless Hearts (Book 1) The Right Kind of Reckless (Book 2) Recklessly Ever After (Book 3) More praise for Reckless Hearts: "An emotional, heartfelt, and absolutely beautiful story. I wanted each character to be my best friend. Reckless Hearts was so real, with gorgeous writing that kept me hooked from first page to the last." - Jennifer Blackwood, USA Today bestselling author of the Rule Book "Beautifully written, sweet and sexy, with the perfect amount of banter. You'll fall in love with these rugged Marines and their Reckless Hearts!" - Kelly Gendron, USA Today bestselling author of the Breaking the Declan Brothers series "Van Fleet has mastered the alpha hero. With perfectly flawed characters and miles of scorching heat, Reckless Hearts is a must read!" - Kelly Siskind, author of A Fine Mess

Reckless Envy - Joss Wood 2020-09-01 Feel the drama and passion in the Dynasties: Seven Sins series! The woman he craves is engaged to the man he loathes. But that’s not stopping him... He’ll do whatever it takes to win this game of love. Matt Velez has everything a man could want: money, success and his pick of gorgeous women. Well, almost everything. The affections of tantalizingly sexy good girl Emily Arnott remain strictly off-limits—because she’s engaged to Matt’s bitterest rival. Will jealousy consume him... or does Emily hold the secret key to set them both free? Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. One man’s betrayal can destroy generations. Fifteen years ago, a hedge-fund hotshot vanished with billions, leaving the high-powered families of Falling Brook changed forever. Now seven heirs, shaped by his betrayal, must reckon with the sins of the past. Passion may be their only path to redemption. Experience all Seven Sins! DYNASTIES: SEVEN SINS Book 1: Ruthless Pride by Naima Simone This CEO’s pride led him to give up his dreams for his family. Now he’s drawn to the woman who threatens everything... Book 2: Forbidden Lust by Jules Bennett He’s always resisted his lust for his best friend’s sister—until they’re stranded together in paradise... Book 3: Insatiable Hunger by Yahrah St. John His unbridled appetite for his closest friend is unleashed when he feels her's fallen for the wrong man... Book 4: Hidden Ambition by Karen Booth Ambition has taken him far, but revenge could cost him his one and only. Matt Velez has everything a man could want: money, success and his pick of gorgeous women. Well, almost everything. The affections of tantalizingly sexy good girl Emily Arnott remain strictly off-limits—because she’s engaged to Matt’s bitterest rival. Will jealousy consume him... or does Emily hold the secret key to set them both free? Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. One man’s betrayal can destroy generations. Fifteen years ago, a hedge-fund hotshot vanished with billions, leaving the high-powered families of Falling Brook changed forever. Now seven heirs, shaped by his betrayal, must reckon with the sins of the past. Passion may be their only path to redemption. Experience all Seven Sins! DYNASTIES: SEVEN SINS Book 1: Ruthless Pride by Naima Simone This CEO’s pride led him to give up his dreams for his family. Now he’s drawn to the woman who threatens everything... Book 2: Forbidden Lust by Jules Bennett He’s always resisted his lust for his best friend’s sister—until they’re stranded together in paradise... Book 3: Insatiable Hunger by Yahrah St. John His unbridled appetite for his closest friend is unleashed when he feels her's fallen for the wrong man... Book 4: Hidden Ambition by Karen Booth Ambition has taken him far, but revenge could cost him his one and only. Matt Velez has everything a man could want: money, success and his pick of gorgeous women. Well, almost everything. The affections of tantalizingly sexy good girl Emily Arnott remain strictly off-limits—because she’s engaged to Matt’s bitterest rival. Will jealousy consume him... or does Emily hold the secret key to set them both free? Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. One man’s betrayal can destroy generations. Fifteen years ago, a hedge-fund hotshot vanished with billions, leaving the high-powered families of Falling Brook changed forever. Now seven heirs, shaped by his betrayal, must reckon with the sins of the past. Passion may be their only path to redemption. Experience all Seven Sins! DYNASTIES: SEVEN SINS Book 1: Ruthless Pride by Naima Simone This CEO’s pride led him to give up his dreams for his family. Now he’s drawn to the woman who threatens everything... Book 2: Forbidden Lust by Jules Bennett He’s always resisted his lust for his best friend’s sister—until they’re stranded together in paradise... Book 3: Insatiable Hunger by Yahrah St. John His unbridled appetite for his closest friend is unleashed when he feels her's fallen for the wrong man... Book 4: Hidden Ambition by Karen Booth Ambition has taken him far, but revenge could cost him his one and only. Matt Velez has everything a man could want: money, success and his pick of gorgeous women. Well, almost everything. The affections of tantalizingly sexy good girl Emily Arnott remain strictly off-limits—because she’s engaged to Matt’s bitterest rival. Will jealousy consume him... or does Emily hold the secret key to set them both free? Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. One man’s betrayal can destroy generations. Fifteen years ago, a hedge-fund hotshot vanished with billions, leaving the high-powered families of Falling Brook changed forever. Now seven heirs, shaped by his betrayal, must reckon with the sins of the past. Passion may be their only path to redemption. Experience all Seven Sins! DYNASTIES: SEVEN SINS Book 1: Ruthless Pride by Naima Simone This CEO’s pride led him to give up his dreams for his family. Now he’s drawn to the woman who threatens everything... Book 2: Forbidden Lust by Jules Bennett He’s always resisted his lust for his best friend’s sister—until they’re stranded together in paradise... Book 3: Insatiable Hunger by Yahrah St. John His unbridled appetite for his closest friend is unleashed when he feels her's fallen for the wrong man... Book 4: Hidden Ambition by Karen Booth Ambition has taken him far, but revenge could cost him his one and only. Matt Velez has everything a man could want: money, success and his pick of gorgeous women. Well, almost everything. The affections of tantalizingly sexy good girl Emily Arnott remain strictly off-limits—because she’s engaged to Matt’s bitterest rival. Will jealousy consume him... or does Emily hold the secret key to set them both free? Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite. One man’s betrayal can destroy generations. Fifteen years ago, a hedge-fund hotshot vanished with billions, leaving the high-powered families of Falling Brook changed forever. Now seven heirs, shaped by his betrayal, must reckon with the sins of the past. Passion may be their only path to redemption. Experience all Seven Sins!
Unforgettable In Love (The Maverick Billionaires, Book 7)-Bella Andre 2022-02-17 Lyssa Spencer is the apple of the Maverick Billionaire's eyes, the sister they adore and vow to protect. But Lyssa isn't a little girl anymore, and she wishes they could see she's a grown woman who is perfectly able to take care of herself. Thankfully, her new boss, Cal Danniger, certainly appreciates and respects her abilities. And she appreciates Cal...in every way possible. Yet she can't imagine he'd ever consider dating her, not when her brothers would rip him limb from limb if he so much as looked at her the wrong way. But does she ever want him to look at her exactly that way? The Mavericks are Cal Danniger's best friends, as well as his business partners. So when they ask him to watch over Lyssa by giving her a job in the San Francisco Bay Area, of course he agrees. While she impresses him with how smart, dependable, hard-working, and dedicated she is, he's not at all prepared for the sizzling attraction that takes everything in him to try to fight. After a passionate and unforgettable night in London that neither can resist, Cal vows never to let it happen again. But he can't stop thinking about her...or wanting her. Between a secret Lyssa is keeping from him, and with the Maverick Billionaires hellbent on protecting her at all costs, do they have any chance of finding a future together? UNFORGETTABLE IN LOVE is part of Bella Andre and Jennifer Skully's best-selling series about The Maverick Billionaires. While it can easily be read as a standalone story, you'll likely enjoy reading the other books too. THE MAVERICK BILLIONAIRES SERIES Breathless In Love Reckless In Love Fearless In Love Irresistible In Love Wild In Love Captivating In Love Unforgettable In Love *** More Maverick Billionaires are coming soon! *** AUTHOR BIOGRAPHIES Bella Andre is the New York Times, USA Today, Publishers Weekly and Wall Street Journal bestselling author of "The Sullivans", "The Maverick Billionaires" and the "Married in Malibu" series. Her novels have been #1 bestsellers around the world and she has sold more than 9 million books so far! Known for "sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance" (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine "Red Hot Reads" twice and have been translated into ten languages. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella Andre's books on Goodreads! NY Times and USA Today bestselling Jennifer Skully/Jasmine Haynes is the author of classsy romance, hilarious romantic mysteries, and the Max Starr paranormal suspense series. Her books have passion, heart, humor, and happy endings. Jennifer lives in the Redwoods of Northern California with her husband and their adorable nuisance of a cat, who obviously runs the household.

That Reckless Night-Kimberly Van Meter 2013-11-05 He's just a warm body on a cold Alaskan night... Miranda Sinclair, reeling on the anniversary of her sister's death, indulges in a passionate night with a stranger. The next day she's shocked to discover he's her new boss, Jeremiah Burke! And he got the job she thought was hers. Still, she's nothing if not practical. She wants to forget about their night together and focus on tracking the poachers killing black bears on her mountain. Besides, she's not looking for a relationship, and her instincts tell her Jeremiah is hiding something. Too bad the attraction between them won't go away, and Miranda starts to wonder if one night will ever be enough....

A Reckless Night-P. G. Van 2016-12-17 Varsha had no interest in starting a new relationship after what she had been through with her ex. Her sister sets her up on a blind date and to her disappointment; her date is scorching hot and smart. An irresistible combination!! Kris had no plans to go on a date while he was on a business trip but was there to cover for his buddy who could not make it. He could not believe his luck--he did not want the night to end. With passion fueling, the casual night they never expected to be anything explodes into a reckless night powered by desire they have never felt before. She leaves behind the man who set her entirety ablaze knowing there was no future to the thrilling night. She could not let anyone get close to her heart, a heart recovering from bruises of her past. Will a reckless night lead to something meaningful? Will Varsha find the man who will love her while fueling her every desire? Follow Varsha's and Kris's life as they give a reckless night a new life and build a future together.

Reckless-Mallory Crowe 2016-05-24

Reckless Surrender-Zoe Blake 2021-08-13 An Enemies to Lovers Romance Her first mistake was lying to me. Did she actually think I would let her get away with this deception? I was going to make her pay for every lie that slipped from those gorgeous lips. She may think this is just a game, but I have a surprise for her. I only play games I can win, and my prize will be her complete surrender. When a commanding Lieutenant Colonel from the marines and an investigative reporter come together in a battle of wills, you know it's going to get really really hot. Grab your fans and ice water ladies you will need then. - Lyn's Thinking Out Loud BookBlog Previously published as Own Me.

The Billionaire's Secret Marriage-Elizabeth Lennox 2015-02-13 Dante Liakos had yet another challenge to overcome in securing his business empire’s future, but this one was much more personal in nature – the need for a wife and an heir. Without them, he could lose control of the empire he had worked so hard to rebuild and expand. However, as he had found so many times before, turning a challenge into a success was about recognizing the right opportunity and acting upon it decisively. In Jayden Hart, he saw such an opportunity, enclosed in the rare combination of innocence, beauty and brilliance - a combination he couldn’t resist despite his attempts to remain aloof from the relationship! Normally poised and self-assured, Jayden’s world had taken an alarming turn. What initially had seemed like a nuisance was quickly becoming a significant threat to her business, her family, and her whole way of life! And she had no idea how to avoid catastrophe. Dante’s suggested solution presented a potential lifeline, but with what strings attached? Would the solution be worse than the crisis that had required it? And how was she to avoid falling in love with her secret husband?
The way he held my hand made me flush in the suffocating heat of August and feel really beautiful for the first time in so long I can't remember. My scar didn't even hurt. But Logan's moods are from her, to the place that has the answers. I hope. But I have to be careful or I'll blow everything. I can't tell anyone what I'm doing. I didn't mean to fall in love. I can't afford to give my heart away or betrayed me in the worst way possible. I can't forgive her, but I can outwit her. I'm going to unravel the family secret she's been keeping from me my whole life. So I'm going to college across the state

Reckless Soul
Brinda Berry 2020-09-21

She's running for her life... Veronica is escaping from her abusive ex-boyfriend. With only a clunker of a car to her name, she makes her getaway. No regrets. Collin knows bitterness and betrayal. Lost love taught him some hard lessons about trusting women. When Veronica crashes into his car, he figures it's simply his bad luck. He can't leave her stranded on the side of the road. She practically flashes a DANGER sign for his heart. He's not planning to travel that road again. Yet the more their friendship grows, the more he admires the girl with the beautiful soul. Fate brought them together. But will her secrets kill the chance they have for a new life? **This book was previously published under the title Tempting Fate. The Surviving Love series: Kismet Heart Reckless Soul Magnetic Love

The Billionaire Deal (The Sutton Billionaires Book 1)-Lori Ryn 2020-01-07

He needs a wife. She needs a paycheck. But neither expect the heat in their marriage of convenience. No one puts CEO Jack Sutton in a corner, not even his mother... or her will. If he wants his inheritance, he needs to be married, but no one said the marriage had to be anything other than a business arrangement. There are plenty of willing women, and they'll play by the rules: stick to the script and don't fall in love. He only has to find one in time. Too bad he only left himself a few hours. Kelly Bradley made it into the law school of her dreams, but she has no way to pay and the tuition deadline is fast approaching. Marrying a billionaire might be a bit drastic, but spending one year on his arm will make all her problems go away... if she can keep her heart in check. That's never been a problem in the past. It's a business arrangement, but when one thing leads to another will Jack be able to let Kelly go? Or can he find a way to renegotiate the deal of his life? This is a standalone book in the Sutton Billionaires Series. A shorter version of this book was previously published in the Sutton Capital Series under the title Legal Ease.

Reckless-Michelle Heard 2018-01-03

From International Bestseller Michelle Horst, comes a new, sexy novel in the Enemies To Lovers series. I was in love with the boy. I'm obsessed with the man. Logan is my older brother's best friend. My teenage years were spent dreaming about our future together. He taught me how to kiss. He stayed up late with me while I studied. He escorted me to the prom. But he is one of the Screw Crew, and they only have one rule. I'm off limits. I went to college, and he started working. The secret messages stopped, and I lost my first love before it even had a chance. I've spent the past four years trying to forget the only man I'll ever love. Just as I start to make a life for myself, guess who comes barging back into my life? This is book #2 in the Enemies To Lovers Series. Each book in the series is about a different couple. To get the full experience of their friendship, I'd recommend that you start with Heartless. Reading Order: Heartless - Carter & Della Reckless - Logan & Mia Careless - Jaxson & Leigh Ruthless - Marcus & Willow Shameless - Rhett & Evie

The Billionaire's Apprentice-Anita Raghavan 2013-06-04

Just as WASPs, Irish-Catholics and Our Crowd Jews once made the ascent from immigrants to powerbrokers, it is now the Indian-American's turn. Citigroup, PepsiCo and Mastercard are just a handful of the Fortune 500 companies led by a group known as the "Twice Blessed." Yet little is known about how these Indian emigres (and children of emigres) rose through the ranks. Until now... The collapse of the Galleon Group--a hedge fund that managed more than $7 billion in assets--from criminal charges of insider trading was a sensational case that pitted prosecutor Preet Bharara, himself the son of Indian immigrants, against the best and brightest of the South Asian business community. At the center of the case was self-described King of Kings, Galleon's founder Raj Rajaratnam, a Sri-Lankan-born, Wharton-educated billionaire. But the most shocking allegation was that the éminence grise of Indian business, Rajat Gupta, was Rajaratnam's accomplice and mole. If not for Gupta's nose-to-the-grindstone rise to head up McKinsey & Co and a position on the Goldman Sachs board, men like Rajaratnam would have never made it to the top of America's moneyed elite. Author Anita Raghavan criss-crosses the globe from Wall Street boardrooms to Delhi's Indian Institute of Technology as she uncovers the secrets of this subculture--an incredible tale of triumph, temptation and tragedy.

One Reckless Decision-Caitlin Crews 2014-07 MAJESTY, MISTRESS...MISSING HEIR As treacherous and formidable as the desert he wishes to rule, Sheikh Tariq bin Khalid Al-Nur is furious that he cannot take the throne until he marries. But he cannot wed until he's rid his dreams of the ordinary but bewitching Jessa Heath...And Jess has a secret she's desperate to keep hidden...KATRAKIS’S LAST MISTRESS Notorious Nikos Katrakis was looking for a new mistress when heiress Tristanne Barbery offered herself to him. Could satisfaction and revenge really be that easy? To Nikos's surprise, Tristanne was not the biddable good-time girl he'd expected...and soon his plans for vengeance came crumbling down around him PRINCESS FROM THE PAST Marrying free-spirited Bethany

Reckless Longing-Gina Robinson 2013-09-23

Book One of the Reckless Series A Contemporary New Adult College Romance Ellie and Logan's love story begins one hot August night... Ellie My mom betrayed me in the worst way possible. I can't forgive her, but I can outwit her. He is going to unravel the family secret she's been keeping from me my whole life. So I'm going to college across the state from her, to the place that has the answers. I hope. But I have to be careful or I'll blow everything. I can't tell anyone what I'm doing. I didn't mean to fall in love. I can't afford to give my heart away or open up to anyone, least of all charming, rich, former bad boy baseball star Logan Walker. But he looked so adorable sitting there nursing a black eye the night I met him at my very first campus event. The way he held my hand made me flush in the suffocating heat of August and feel really beautiful for the first time in so long I can't remember. My scar didn't even hurt. But Logan's moods are mercurial. He's keeping secrets of his own that are too dark to share, even with me. We agree to be just friends. But our hearts and bodies have minds of their own. Before I know it, I'm in too deep
with him and the answer to the family secret I came to campus to find may be the thing that tears us apart. This is a contemporary romance with mature themes, language, and situations. Readers should be over 17!

**Fearless In Love: The Maverick Billionaires, Book 3**-Bella Andre 2016-06-15 “Seriously, don’t hesitate. Go buy Fearless In Love. And if you haven’t read the others in the series, trust me, they are as good as this one!” Christy, 5 star Review “The Mavericks are quickly becoming one of my favorites series! Fearless In Love might be my favorite yet.” Sarah, 5 star Review “Wow! What a way to continue the Maverick series!” Jennie, 5 star Review “Fearless In Love is a classic Contemporary Romance that romance readers are bound to love. I know I did. It’s the perfect sexy summer read. I can’t wait for the next book in this series.” Deanna, 5 star Review “The Mavericks Series is quickly becoming my favorite series!” Dorothy, 5 star Review BOOK DESCRIPTION: Meet the Maverick Billionaires—sexy, self-made men from the wrong side of town who survived hell together and now have everything they ever wanted. But when each Maverick falls head-over-heels for an incredible woman he never saw coming, he will soon find that true love is the only thing he ever really needed... After growing up dirt poor in a seedy Chicago neighborhood, Matt Tremont seemingly has it all now—brains, brawn, and billions. And most importantly, Noah, his five-year-old son, the one good outcome of a disastrous relationship that destroyed his last ounce of trust. The only thing he’s lacking is the perfect nanny for his son. And Ariana Jones is absolute perfection. Utterly enchanting. Completely fascinating. And totally off limits. Like a match made in heaven, this is Ari’s dream job. Swallowed up in the foster care system after losing her brother and mother, Ari has always dreamed of family. She showers five-year-old Noah with all the love she’s kept bottled up inside. Love she could also offer to her gorgeous billionaire boss—if only he weren’t the very last man she could ever hope to have. But when sizzling sparks of attraction turn into a forbidden, sinfully hot night of pleasure, will Ari’s love be enough to make Matt forget the past and love fearlessly? THE MAVERICK BILLIONAIRES Series Book 1: Breathless In Love Book 2: Reckless In Love Book 3: Fearless In Love Book 4: Irresistible In Love ~ coming soon! Book 5: Wild In Love ~ coming soon! AUTHOR BIOGRAPHIES: Bella Andre’s New York Times and USA Today bestselling novels have been #1 bestsellers around the world, with more than 5 million copies sold so far. Known for “sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance” (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine “Red Hot Reads” twice and have been translated into ten languages. Bella also writes bestselling sweet contemporary romances under the pen name Lucy Kevin. NY Times and USA Today bestselling Jennifer Skully/Jasmine Haynes is the author of classy romance, hilarious romantic mysteries, and the Max Starr paranormal suspense series. Her books have passion, heart, humor, and happy endings. Jennifer lives in the Redwoods of Northern California with her husband and their adorable nuisance of a cat, who obviously runs the household.

**Dirty Rich**-Amelia Wilde 2018-07-14

**Reckless**-S.C. Stephens 2013-03-05 The #1 New York Times bestselling book from new adult phenomenon S.C. Stephens—even a rock star’s life isn’t always perfect. Can love survive when life gets Reckless? When the band hits it big, Kiera and Kellan must ask themselves: Can their love for each other withstand the constant pressures of superstardom? The friendships they’ve formed, the new family they’ve found, and the history they’ve forged will all play a part in helping them navigate the turbulent waters of the band’s exploding popularity. A greedy executive hell-bent on success, a declining pop star looking for an edge, and a media circus that twists lies into truths are just some of the obstacles the lovers will have to overcome if they are going to remain together. Fame comes with a price—but will it cost Kiera and Kellan everything?

**A Reckless Note**-Lisa Renee Jones 2020-06-19 Passion, seduction, and my family's secret that could change everything. I went looking for my missing brother, but instead, I found him: Kace August. He's dark. He's dangerous. He makes me want things I can't have and brings me into a world of forbidden seduction. But I just can't seem to walk away.Book one in the Brilliance Trilogy.

**Billionaire Knights**-Cheryl Phipps 2018-04-29 Join the billionaire Knights in their search for love. Running two prestigious companies, the three brothers and two sisters are wealthy and powerful. But behind the doors of the San Francisco family homestead, all is not as perfect as it appears. Their wealth comes with its own unique challenges. Above all, the billionaire Knights long to find the same enduring love their parents had. But when failure isn't an option, trying for true love could be the riskiest business of all.

**A Reckless Heart**-Jennifer Wilck 2021-03-29 Meg Thurgood, former society girl, took the blame for her friend and paid a steep price. Now all she wants is solitude and a chance to rebuild her life. She thinks she's found that in an isolated house she rents from a mysterious stranger. Simon McAlter has hidden in his house on the coast of Maine since a fire left him scarred. A successful landscape architect who conducts his business and teaches his classes remotely, he's lost his inspiration and is trying to pretend he's not lonely. Simon's new neighbor is more than he bargained for. When he learns Meg's secret, will he retreat into the shadows or will he learn to see past the surface and trust in Meg's love?
**Reckless Endangerment**

Gretchen Morgenson 2012-06-05 A Washington Post Notable Nonfiction Book for 2011 One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year In Reckless Endangerment, Gretchen Morgenson exposes how the watchdogs who were supposed to protect the country from financial harm were actually complicit in the actions that finally blew up the American economy. Drawing on previously untapped sources and building on original research from coauthor Joshua Rosner—who himself raised early warnings with the public and investors, and kept detailed records—Morgenson connects the dots that led to this fiasco. Morgenson and Rosner draw back the curtain on Fannie Mae, the mortgage-finance giant that grew, with the support of the Clinton administration, through the 1990s, becoming a major opponent of government oversight even as it was benefiting from public subsidies. They expose the role played not only by Fannie Mae executives but also by enablers at Countrywide Financial, Goldman Sachs, the Federal Reserve, HUD, Congress, and the biggest players on Wall Street, to show how greed, aggression, and fear led countless officials to ignore warning signs of an imminent disaster. Character-rich and definitive in its analysis, and with a new afterword that brings the story up to date, this is the one account of the financial crisis you must read.

**The Billionaire's Temporary Marriage**

Tamie Dearen 2019-09-08 When a stranger with a lime-green mechanical hand drenches her in coffee, the last thing Brooke expects is a marriage proposal from a famous hot billionaire.

A marriage of convenience... so tempting. Brooke Ponzio can't argue against Cole's flawlessness. The divorce settlement will solve all the money-troubles for Brooke and her unborn child. If only Cole wasn't so mouth-wateringly delicious. Should she risk having her heart broken again? Cole Miller refuses to fall in love. Not ever! That's why he chose Brooke to get him out of his ill-advised contract. All she wants is sole custody of her baby, so when the time comes, she'll give him a stress-free divorce. Sure, they'll have to make the marriage look real to their parents and the rest of the world. And they'll need to forget all about that sizzling kiss they shared. Should be simple. What could possibly go wrong?

Soon, their magnetic draw has them both battling to make their will if a certain meddling grandma has her way! Read about all your favorite friends from the first three books in this rollercoaster conclusion to The Limitless Clean Billionaire Romance Series.

**The Billionaire's Secret Marriage**

The Billionaire's Board - Lark Anderson 2020-06 They wanted to fool the board—not play games with their hearts.

Reckless Kiss - Amelia Wilde 2019-05-15 I’m investigating my boss for international theft. He just might steal my heart... There’s one thing I want in life: a huge promotion at the FBI. Investigating Dominic Wilder’s company is my big break. It’s an undercover gig, posting as his new secretary. No problem, right? Wrong. One look at my drop-dead sexy billionaire boss leaves my pulse pounding hard enough to knock down New York City. You know the feeling: knees made of pudding. Skin tight with desire. Swoon. Now it’s not just my job on the line...it’s my heart & soul.

Tempted - Kb Winters 2019-06-25 I moved to Texas to get away from the constant battles, Because I can’t keep fighting the bad guys and keep my kid sister safe. She’s changed my life for the better, and I still get my kicks at work. This time, running Texas’ biggest Adult Entertainment Club. Yee-haw! But when Trouble comes knocking at my door, I can’t say no. Not again. Peaches. The girl looks as sweet as her name. But looks can be deceiving because she’s no ordinary girl. She all woman with a kick ass job, one that has her in trouble with the US government. They’re out for blood. Says she can handle it on her own, That she doesn’t need my help. But she came looking for me, all the way from Mayhem. I let her go once, It won’t happen again. The woman has lit a fire inside of me, An external kind of flame. I need her in my life, not for a day or a week, But for always. Love grumpy bikers who fall in love? Redemption? Or just a hot AF ride on the wild side? You’ve come to the right place! Tempted is a full length novel with no cheating, no cliffhanger and a guaranteed HEA!

Captivating In Love (Maverick Billionaires) - Bella Andre 2019-09-12 Gideon Jones came back from war a changed man. Though the Maverick Billionaires claim he’s one of their own, he knows he doesn’t deserve to be part of their tightly knit unit. Just like he doesn't deserve Rosie Diaz—an amazing mother... and an utterly captivating woman that he can’t stop dreaming about. Rosie Diaz pulled herself out of the foster care system and made a great life for herself while raising Jorge, the son she adores. Only one thing is missing—a good man, one she can respect and love with her whole heart. A man exactly like her best friend’s older brother Gideon. When Rosie and Gideon agree to take care of Matt and Ari’s son, Noah, while the couple is on their honeymoon, they have no idea of the havoc two matchmaking little boys can create. Not to mention the steamy kisses that Rosie and Gideon can’t help but steal from each other as their connection deepens and grows. But when mother and son are threatened, Gideon will stop at nothing to protect them. Will he finally believe that he truly is Maverick material... and worthy of Rosie and Jorge’s love? CAPTIVATING IN LOVE is part of Bella Andre and Jennifer Skully’s bestselling series about The Maverick Billionaires. While it can easily be read as a standalone story, you’ll likely enjoy reading the other books too. The Maverick Billionaires are sexy, self-made men from the wrong side of town who survived hell together and now have everything they ever wanted. But when each Maverick falls head-over-heels for an incredible woman he never saw coming, he will soon find that true love is the only thing he ever really needed. THE MAVERICK BILLIONAIRES SERIES Breathless In Love Reckless In Love Irresistible In Love Wild In Love Captivating In Love *** More Maverick Billionaires are coming soon! *** AUTHOR BIOGRAPHIES Bella Andre’s New York Times and USA Today bestselling novels have been #1 bestsellers around the world, with more than 8 million copies sold so far. Known for “sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance” (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine “Red Hot Reads” twice and have been translated into ten languages. Bella also writes bestselling sweet contemporary romances under the pen name Lucy Kevin. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella Andre’s books on Goodreads! NY Times and USA Today bestselling Jennifer Skully/Jasmine Haynes is the author of classy romance, hilarious romantic mysteries, and the Max Starr paranormal suspense series. Her books have passion, heart, humor, and happy endings. Jennifer lives in the Redwoods of Northern California with her husband and their adorable nuisance of a cat, who obviously runs the household.

Shameless Kiss - Amelia Wilde Everything comes with a price. She’ll have to pay mine. Juliet James needs a prince charming. She doesn’t want one. Hell, no. She’s a spitfire with eyes that cut like diamonds, and the last thing she wants is for me to make all her troubles disappear. Nothing good comes for free, she says. And I don’t take handouts. She might not take handouts, but she will take this deal. Because the other thing I know about Juliet James? She doesn’t have any other choice.

Wild In Love: The Maverick Billionaires, Book 5 (Contemporary Romance) - Bella Andre 2018-04-25 “The Maverick Billionaires are quickly becoming one of my favorite series!” Sarah, 5 star Goodreads Review *** This book is a standalone novel. *** “The perfect sexy summer read! I can’t wait for the next book in this series.” Deanna, 5 star Goodreads Review for Fearless In Love BOOK DESCRIPTION: Daniel Spencer is proud of the billion-dollar business he’s built, but there are few things he enjoys more than creating something with his bare hands. Lake Tahoe has everything he’s looking for—the lakefront cabin he’s building for family and friends to enjoy, crystal clear water and lush green mountains. Everything except the perfect woman to share it with. Until Tasha
Summerfield literally falls into his arms. After learning that her family has lied to her for pretty much her entire life, Tasha flees San Francisco for the mountains. As she tries to bury her heartache by hammering her dilapidated cabin back together, the last thing she expects is to fall for a sexy billionaire. But when a storm blows in and she desperately needs help, there is Daniel, waiting with open arms. Tasha believes Daniel deserves a woman from a perfect, loving, tight-knit family like his. Yet how can she possibly resist a man this sweet and generous...who looks positively sinful in his tool belt? With every delicious taste of him, Tasha finds it harder to quell the hopes and dreams she thought were crushed forever. But when it turns out that Daniel’s family isn’t picture perfect after all, will the truth set them both free? Or will it destroy any chance they ever had? WILD IN LOVE is part of Bella Andre and Jennifer Skully’s bestselling series about The Maverick Billionaires. While it can easily be read as a standalone story, you’ll likely enjoy reading the other books too. The Maverick Billionaires are sexy, self-made men from the wrong side of town who survived hell together and now have everything they ever wanted. But when each Maverick falls head-over-heels for an incredible woman he never saw coming, he will soon find that true love is the only thing he ever really needed.

(wealthy heroes, contemporary romance, beach reads, weddings, forgiveness, humor) THE MAVERICK BILLIONAIRES SERIES Breathless In Love Reckless In Love Fearless In Love Irresistible In Love Wild In Love *** More Maverick Billionaires are coming soon! ***
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Bella Andre's New York Times and USA Today bestselling novels have been #1 bestsellers around the world, with more than 7 million copies sold so far. Known for “sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance” (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine "Red Hot Reads" twice and have been translated into ten languages. Bella also writes bestselling sweet contemporary romances under the pen name Lucy Kevin. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella Andre’s books on Goodreads! NY Times and USA Today bestselling Jennifer Skully/Jasmine Haynes is the author of classy romance, hilarious romantic mysteries, and the Max Starr paranormal suspense series. Her books have passion, heart, humor, and happy endings. Jennifer lives in the Redwoods of Northern California with her husband and their adorable nuisance of a cat, who obviously runs the household.

Keine Angst Vor Der Liebe (Die Maverick Milliardäre 3)-Bella Andre 2018-11-08

Reckless-Priscilla West 2014-11-13 Place of publication obtained from publisher website.
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Recognizing the exaggeration ways to get this ebook **reckless for the billionaire book 2** is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to start getting this info. get the reckless for the billionaire book 2 link that we find the money for here and check out the link.

You could purchase lead reckless for the billionaire book 2 or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this reckless for the billionaire book 2 after getting deal. So, gone you require the book swiftly, you can straight get it. Its fittingly very simple and hence fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this declare